2. Walking and enjoy Teylingen
– 9 km

This walking loop allows you to explore the most
beautiful roads in Oosteinde. Along the way you
walk along the two churches in Sassenheim and
also the Water Tower.

Discover the beautiful and colorful surroundings
of Hotel Sassenheim-Leiden on foot!
Will it be a walking route on estates around
Warmond, by Teylingen or Lisserpoel, by Park
Rusthoff and Voorhout or the Laarzenpad at
Keukenhof estate? The walking routes have been
carefully compiled for you via the
nodes of www.route.nl.
1. Estates around Warmond			
2. Enjoy Teylingen				
3. Lisserpoel				
4. Park Rusthoff & Voorhout			
5. Boot path Keukenhof Estate		

42-35-43-45-55-54-53-52-50-51-48-47-41-hotel

7 km
9 km
17 km
9 km
9 km

Scan the QR codes with your smartphone for the
node routes per walking route.

MORE ABOUT WARMOND

In the 17th and 18th centuries, wealthy
merchants build their summer residences in
Sassenheim. Those beautiful buildings are almost
all disappeared and there is not much left of the
flower bulb industry from the 19th century in this
village.

1. Walking on estates around Warmond
– 7 km

This walk takes you through the polders between
Sassenheim and Warmond. A little part of the
route takes you through meadows and further
you walk through beautiful avenue trees
through this green environment. Along the way
you will pass several ancient castles and country
estates.
42-35-34-36-40-41-hotel

Warmond is beautifully situated on an old beach
wall on the Kagerplassen. You will also find
beautiful centuries-old houses and other

Huys te Warmont

Huys te Warmont estate is located on the edge of
Warmond hidden in the green. The foundations of
this house date from the 12th and 13th centuries.
The house was destroyed during the Eighty Years’
War, but later it was rebuilt.

MORE ABOUT TEYLINGEN

The municipality of Teylingen is located in the
middle of the Randstad (with the villages of
Sassenheim, Voorhout and Warmond).
If you are looking for peace and quiet, this is
the place! The rotating windmill blades and the
silhouettes of the ancient villages rise above the
horizon, but Teylingen is also a good choice for
nature lovers!

3. Walking through Lisserpoel – 17 km

The Lisser Poelpolder is one of the oldest
reclaimed land in the Netherlands; around 1624
the last drops of water were ground from the
polder and the island of Rooversbroek became
mainland. Initially, the job was done by two
Mills. Later their task was taken over by the
octagonal top porter, which stands at the lowest
point of the polder.
The first farms were built in the 17th century.
For centuries, the polder consisted of grassland,
where cows and sheep were grazed.
In the 20th century, a small portion
oversprayed in bulb soil.
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4. Walking route Park Rusthoff & Voorhout
– 9 km

This walk takes you to Park Rusthoff, among
others. On the busy shopping street, which was
once part of the old highway between Haarlem
and Leiden, used to be a number of houses built.
Huize Rusthoff, which was located in the center of
the village, was demolished by the municipality in
1924.
However, the English landscape-style walking
park, that was behind the old house, was kept
remained. During this walk, you willl become
acquainted with the rich history of this park.
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5. Hiking route Boot Path Estate
Keukenhof - 9 km

This walking route does not start at the hotel, but
at the Stationsweg in Lisse. In the beginning
you walk through forests and beautiful landscapes
where even garden gnomes are hidden. You then
continue on through the Keukenhof estate, where
you pass the imposing castle. Keukenhof Castle
was built in 1642 as a country house for a former
commander of the VOC. The last part of the route
takes you along the Leidsevaart, which used to be
an important route for barges between Haarlem
and Leiden.
45-43-41-33-32-23-25-31-44-45

Note: A part of this route passes through the grounds of
Keukenhof. This park is only accessible from the end of March to
mid-May for a fee. The rest of the year you cannot follow this part of
the route.

